Beckman Catholic High School
Annual Report 2016-18
A Message from Our Leaders

FROM THE EXECUTIVE COORDINATOR

Greetings from Beckman Catholic! My name is Marcel Kielkucki and I am the new principal at Beckman Catholic. I have thoroughly enjoyed working with our staff and students and getting to know our families and the greater Beckman Catholic community during these first few months in this new role.

My wife, Sarah, and I currently live in Manchester with our two children, Gabrielle and Joseph. Gabi is in her third year at Beckman, having started here in 7th grade, and Joe just started at Beckman this fall as a 7th grader. When we moved to Manchester in 2005, we were looking for a community closer to Cedar Rapids—where my wife was working—and that also had Catholic education nearby. We sent Gabi and Joe to St. Mary’s in Manchester and worked with Mr. Meade as they finished at St. Mary’s on arranging transportation for Gabi to attend Beckman as it was our intention to continue their studies at a Catholic high school. When the principal’s position opened with Mr. Meade’s retirement, an opportunity emerged for me to join Beckman in a greater capacity and my experiences as the parent of two students helped me to know that it was an opportunity I could not pass up.

Both Sarah and I were fortunate to have received Catholic education for the majority of our schooling. I was able to attend Catholic elementary, high school and college. I attribute much of the success I have had so far in my professional career to the strong foundation that was formed in my Catholic school experience. I am pleased to be able to join the Beckman Catholic community in this new role and to build upon the good work that has been happening and continue to help students to gain the tools to experience success in this life and the next.

This report highlights one of the assets of Beckman Catholic—a strong tradition of financial support from friends, parents, parish, and alumni. We want to take this opportunity to acknowledge and show our gratefulness for the generosity so many of you demonstrate through your gifts. It’s your support that allows Beckman Catholic to continue to provide Catholic education to students in our communities. As the cost of keeping a quality Catholic school increases we are blessed with so many who contribute to help others have the opportunity for a Catholic education.

This past year, Beckman Catholic had a milestone as we officially chartered our own FFA chapter. As a motto, the FFA students this year chose “keep a tradition, start a legacy.” It is my goal to fulfill that motto as well as I work in collaboration with our faculty and staff. Your contributions also help us to make that motto a reality as you help us to build on our strong tradition of Catholic education and your gifts have the potential to leave a legacy for years to come.

Please remember that God so loved the world that he gave his Son for us. We will continue to keep you and all the friends of Beckman Catholic in our prayers until then. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Principal

GROWING UP, REPORT CARDS WERE A BIG DEAL TO ME. I PUT FORTH A LOT OF ENERGY AND HARD WORK TO GARNER GOOD GRADES. THANKFULLY, I HAD MANY GOOD TEACHERS AND I WANTED TO PLEASE THEM AND MY PARENTS.

FROM THE PRINCIPAL

We strive for transparency to maintain your trust. I hope that you will grant us “high marks” as we endeavor to form young people in ways of holiness and truth. Please remember us in your daily prayers as we work together to blaze a trail to the pearly gates of heaven.

In Christ,

Rev. Dennis J. Quint
Pastoral Coordinator

Beckman Board of Education

Janet Stelken ‘84, President
St. Francis Xavier, Dyersville
Jim Goldsmith ‘84, Vice-President
St. Joseph, Earlville
Tommy Marbach ‘91, Secretary
St. Paul’s, Worthington
Gregg Recker ‘94
St. Francis Xavier, Dyersville
Rosemarie Hermens
S. Peter & Paul, Petersburg
St. Boniface, New Vienna
Kristin Goedken
S. Peter & Paul, Petersburg
Very Rev. Dennis J. Quint
Executive Coordinator
Spires of Faith Cluster

Beckman Endowment Corporation

Dr. Judd Grover, President
Troy Deutmeyer ‘91, Vice-President
Steve Boeckenstedt ‘80, Secretary
Carmen Krantz ‘89, Treasurer
Nic Bollweg
St. Boniface Rep
Brent Monternach
St. Paul Rep
Lisa Maiers ’80
St. Joseph Rep
Scott Schilling
Ss. Peter & Paul Rep
Jeff Schmitt
At Large Rep
Very Rev. Dennis J. Quint
Executive Coordinator
Spires of Faith Cluster
Beckman Catholic has left a lasting imprint on my life. I have grown in my faith, gained knowledge, and made lifelong friendships. There are endless opportunities for me to grow closer to Christ through weekly Masses, adoration, and daily prayer. I love that we are able to start every class period with prayer and share our faith with each other. The wide variety of classes offered allow me to try and learn new things. They developed my love for science and agriculture that blossomed into opportunities to travel the country with FFA and Science Research. Beckman Catholic has given me a support system that is always there to help. Simply, nothing compares to the faith-centered education offered at Beckman Catholic.
2016-17 Alumni Donors

**Class of 1970**
- Gold - Green
  - Larry and Karen Bell
  - Dan Deewezy and Krystal Rabe
- Gold
  - Deanne (Bog) Coghey
  - Al and Deb Heins
  - Earl and Joan (Steinbarner) Hoisn
  - Ron and Renee Kramer
  - Ron and Norma (Burkle) Wegmann
  - Janice (Kramer) and Ken Willenborg

**Class of 1971 - Gold**
- Mike and Julie English
  - Marilyn (Lueck) and Mike Noel
  - Marlyn (Rottinger) and Doug Sharp

**Class of 1972 - Gold**
- Mike and Julie English
  - Marilyn (Lueck) and Mike Noel
  - Marlyn (Rottinger) and Doug Sharp

**Class of 1973 - Gold**
- Gary and Joan Dornemyer
  - Joe Rocker
- Green
  - Gloria (Deuteman) and Terry Rockenäth
  - Joe and Diana Bohike
  - Molly (Lunan) and Joe Burger
  - Joan (Steinbarner) and Earl Hoss
  - Jane (Nebel) and John Hubler

**Class of 1974 - Gold**
- Donna (Humbre) and Keith Klummier
  - Gary Kramer
  - Deb Rausch and Ron Streitman

**Class of 1975 - Gold**
- John and Cindy (Loefdelholz) Klaasen
  - Wayne Deutschman
  - Mary (Kramer) and Tim Pins

**Class of 1976 - Gold**
- Mary and Karen Ries
  - Carla (Deutmeyer) and Elmer Ries

**Gold**
- Jackie (Rubley) and Brad Devine
  - Marka (Rabe) and Mark Hauser
  - Linda (Laken) and Michael Lannan
  - Clar and Doris (Hoff) Riesberg
  - Sharon (Conrad) and Joe Scherrman
  - Charlie Stellern
  - Kathy (Krapfl) and Kerry Trimm

**Green**
- Gary and Sally Hoffmann
  - Mark and Mary (Goedken) Kronlage
  - Gary and Jan (Hittman) Kruse
  - Leon and Connie (Loeshe) Schuster
  - Blye Mark Weber

**White**
- Mike and Linda Hittmaneller
  - Sandy (White) and Tom Meade

**Class of 1977**
- Gary and Joan Dornemyer
  - Joe Rocker
- Gold
  - Carla (Deuteman) and Terry Rockenäth
  - Joe and Diana Bohike
  - Molly (Lunan) and Joe Burger
  - Joan (Steinbarner) and Earl Hoss
  - Jane (Nebel) and John Hubler
  - Donna (Vorwald) and Jeff Jaque
  - Steve and Elaine Klummier

**Green**
- Bev (Milbert) and Richard Klaas
  - Mary (Goedken) and Mark Kronlage
  - Jan (Hittman) and Gary Kruse
  - Bev Rausch
  - Dunece and Deb Boling
  - Patsy (McClom) and Scott Sampson
  - Sharon (Goedken) and Mike Wolfe

**White**
- Carla Carton
  - Arlene (Klaasen) and Dale Fangmann

**Class of 1978**
- Donna (Heinrichs) and Steve Ament

**Gold**
- Mike and Kathy Gravel
  - Rick and Dawn (Westseymor) Kroger
  - Bob and Lisa (Gau) Kaufer
  - Mary and Sandy (Kreger) Stelken

**Gold**
- Sholly (Moserh) and Brad Brown
  - Ron Braunschweig
  - Joe (Dinse) and Mike Klockner
  - Bruce and Mary Lammers
  - Paty (Nure) and Lynn Lintilhe
t  - Julie (Klostermann) and Randy Olberding
  - Elaine (Luumann) and Francis Pachek
  - Karen (Kerper) and Steve Taft
  - Jeff and Julie Wrench

**Green**
- Steve and Cathy Lueck
  - Melvin and Ruth (Langel) Nickol
  - Craig and Sherry (Elgin) Osterhaus

**White**
- John and Dianne Oforrman

**Class of 1979**
- Tim and Angela English
  - Sharon (Gaul) and Larry Monroe
  - Nyla (Willebois) and Randy Pettinger

**Gold**
- Lisa (Jenk) and Judi Milbert

**Gold**
- Carla (Deuteman) and Ken Feldmann
  - Jane (Willebois) and Jim Haupte
  - Bonnie (Klaasen) and George Heider
  - Bill and Laurie Hittmaneller
  - Mike and Joan (Dinse) Klockner
  - Tom and Joyce Sangnak
  - Bob and Barbara Singsank

**Green**
- Bev (Milbert) and Richard Klaas
  - Mary (Goedken) and Mark Kronlage
  - Jan (Hittman) and Gary Kruse
  - Bev Rausch
  - Dunece and Deb Boling
  - Patsy (McClom) and Scott Sampson
  - Sharon (Goedken) and Mike Wolfe

**White**
- Ernie Burger

**Class of 1980**
- Tom (Koch) and Steve Gulick
  - Jayne (Fangman) and Wayne Meyer

**Gold**
- Vicki (Mcclom) and Terry Dunkel
  - Karen (Wessels) Gleson
  - Sherry (Priez) and Dave Kromlage

**Gold**
- Nancy (Buckel) and Mike Deutschman
  - Sandy (Goedken) and Bill Maiser
  - Ross and Joan (Willebois) Pettinger
  - John (Beffel) and Larry Olberding

**Gold**
- Steve and Lori (Gau) Kaufer
  - Mary and Sandy (Kreger) Stelken
  - Allan Tenkamp

**Gold**
- Gary (Gravel) and Ron Bonnet
  - Joyce Gaul
  - Ann (Klostermann) and Al Gibbs
  - Ruth (Langel) and Melvin Nickol
  - Kaynor (Elgin) and Steve Osterhage
  - Julie (Klases) and Tom Vonderhage

**Gold - Green**
- Donna (Heinrichs) and Steve Ament

**Class of 1981**
- Mark and Mary Ann Feldman
  - Larry and Karen Bell
  - Tom and Susan Batterson

**Gold - White**
- Connie (Ries) and Dennis Deutmeyer
  - Dan Lawrence
  - Ann (Belber) and Mike Link
  - Brian and Lisa Amstern
  - Greg and Jenes Pirs
  - Mary (Joffi) and Terry Goorsd
  - Gary Kapper
  - Kevin and Kathy (Irizar) Mensen
  - Jim and Lisa Olberding
  - Gary Schnell
  - Sally (Ninches) and Terry Steff
  - Julie (Klein) and Lynn Sanders

**Class of 1982**
- Dave and Becki (Burlage) Lansin
  - John and Karin Beekers
  - Shelley (Lansin) and Mark Scherbring

**Gold - Green**
- John (Lansin) and Dan Funkie
  - Ken and Margaret Funkie
  - Cathy (Schermann) and Jim Gibbs
  - Connie (Burne) and Rich Rediger
  - Mary (Jef) and Charles Gess
  - Dawn (Westseymor) and Rick Krogger
  - Lisa (Gaukon) and Bob Maiser
  - Anne Marka
  - Randy and Doris (Mcclom) Sour (Klaasen)
  - Brian (Koon) and Bob Salow
  - Sandy (Kreger) and Wayne Steff

**Gold**
- Beth (Moserh) and John Gallagher
  - Brad Kronlage
  - Andy (Lueck) and Russ Kipper
  - Lynn (Thomson) and Dan Luke
  - Patricia Lansin
  - Rev. Thomas Mclskon

**Gold**
- Jackie (Funke) and Terry Jeff English
  - barber and Mary Joffi (Joffi)
  - George (Koon) and Bob Salow
  - Sandy (Kreger) and Wayne Steff

**Gold**
- Lori (Moyer) and Loren Mannthe
  - Major Dean and Kris Pfab

**Gold**
- Lori (Gaukon) and Steve Becketts
  - Bruce and Nancy Kloeberman
  - Jim and Susan Batterson

**Gold - White**
- Lori (Ries) and Dennis Deutmeyer
  - Dan Lawrence

**Gold**
- Ann (Belber) and Mike Link
  - Brian and Lisa Amstern
  - Greg and Jenes Pirs
  - Mary (Joffi) and Terry Goorsd
  - Gary Kapper
  - Kevin and Kathy (Irizar) Mensen
  - Jim and Lisa Olberding
  - Gary Schnell
  - Sally (Ninches) and Terry Steff
  - Julie (Klein) and Lynn Sanders

**Class of 1983**
- Dave and Becki (Burlage) Lansin
  - John and Karin Beekers
  - Shelley (Lansin) and Mark Scherbring

**Gold**
- John (Lansin) and Dan Funkie
  - Ken and Margaret Funkie
  - Cathy (Schermann) and Jim Gibbs
  - Connie (Burne) and Rich Rediger
  - Mary (Jef) and Charles Gess
  - Dawn (Westseymor) and Rick Krogger
  - Lisa (Gaukon) and Bob Maiser
  - Anne Marka
  - Randy and Doris (Mcclom) Sour (Klaasen)
  - Brian (Koon) and Bob Salow
  - Sandy (Kreger) and Wayne Steff

**Gold**
- Beth (Moserh) and John Gallagher
  - Brad Kronlage
  - Andy (Lueck) and Russ Kipper
  - Lynn (Thomson) and Dan Luke
  - Patricia Lansin
  - Rev. Thomas Mclskon

**Gold**
- Jackie (Funke) and Terry Jeff English
  - barber and Mary Joffi (Joffi)
  - George (Koon) and Bob Salow
  - Sandy (Kreger) and Wayne Steff

**Gold**
- Lori (Moyer) and Loren Mannthe
  - Major Dean and Kris Pfab
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Class of 1987
- Double - Gold
- Cambuside and Christopher Hollins
- Green
- Denne and Amy Breskold
- Gold - White
- Tamarra Domayer
- Gold
- Lee and Karen Cusick
- Gold - White
- Michael and Jennifer Helle
- Ken and Jen (Driscoll) Hermson
- Sharon (Steensmeier) and Steve Kahl
- Carmen (Funke) and Rod Naber
- Shellie (Brenner) and Brian Othording
- Phu and Laura Willlow
- Dennis and Tami (Levine) Westhoff
- Green
- Steve and Donna (Ther) Rimert
- Kate (Oommen) and Larry Steensmeier

Class of 1988
- Double - Gold
- Canton Bell
- Gold - White
- Julie (Recker) and Tom Hageman
- Dave and Heidi Loewke
- Al and Sue Merson
- Gold
- Tami (Levine) and Dennis Westhoff
- Green
- Mike and Amy (Plato) Budan
- White
- Jeff and Janette Schmidt
- Lynn Wandschneider

Class of 1989
- Gold - Green
- Carmen (Mescher) and Bob Kantz
- Gold - White
- Ted and Tonya (Budke) Budke
- Todd and Becky (Bogue) Steffen
- Gold
- Bob and Joder Beiter
- Ken Burell
- Karen (Meyer) and Brian Katoch
- Don and Amy (Knipper) Mensen
- Jan (Oosterbroek) and Jim Pinc
- Dana (Willow) and Rich Schmidt
- Gold
- Donna (Ther) and Steve Rimert

Class of 1990
- Gold - White
- Tom and Julie (Recker) Hageman
- Gold
- Janet (Recker) and Jason Hoeger
- Terry and Shari Kruse
- Chris and Karen (Wolf) Rabe
- Green
- Kenny Feldman
- Don and Angie Goodnow
- Jan (Boekenstorf) and Marty Swers

Class of 1991
- Gold - Green
- Ann (Boekenstorf) and Pete Brandt
- Tony and Shelly (Krause) Krometz
- Gold - White
- Jason Nurre
- Jeff and Shal (Ries) Westhoff
- Green
- Paul and Kim Hermson
- Chris and Danielle Kopper
- Green (Trumler) and Randy Maro
- Tina (Rieth) and Jim Rolles
- White
- Deb (Feldman) and Dave Marchesini

Class of 1992
- Gold - White
- Tonya (Budke) and Ted Burell
- Sara (Brose) and Brian Campbell
- Shule (Ries) and Jeff Westhoff
- Gold
- Amy (Knipper) and Don Mensen
- Vicki (Reiner) and Loris Lanson
- Leah (Willenborg) and Brad Miller
- Greg Rabe
- Amy (Recker) and Ted Steger
- Julie Wedelves
- Green
- Jason Gravel
- Sara (Schroeder) and David Lanfear

Class of 1993
- Gold - White
- Becky (Bogue) and Todd Steffen
- Gold
- Jennifer (Arndoll) and Michael Graham
- Michelle Gravel and Paul Sonderegger
- Rob and Nancy Wegman
- Green
- Terry and Rochelle Hoeger
- Tricia (Steffens) and Jeff Maiers
- Kathy (Du fores) Sprengelmeier

Class of 1994
- Gold - Green
- Dr. Carrie Wienceke and Dr. Josh Broghammer
- Doug and Kathleen Klostermann
- Jude and Stacy Knuepp
- Gold - White
- Tracy Deutzmayr
- Carie (Mescher) and Bobby Fangman
- Jill (Willenborg) and Chris Kinnison
- Gold
- Greg and Cindy Recker
- Dr. Julie Koch-Womar and Dennis Wommer
- Gold
- Jeff and Shal (Ries) Westhoff
- Gold - Green
- Tami (Grenier) and Tom Marbach
- Mark and Diane Thaske

Class of 1995
- Double - Gold
- Cory Casey Turner
- Gold - Green
- Tom Lanning
- Gold - White
- Erin (McGuire) and Dr. Kelly Sodars
- Gold - White
- Jason Elberbach
- Andy and Jill Hageman
- Ross and Joline Mantermann
- Jason and Kelly (Willen) Hageman

Class of 1996
- Gold
- Cheri (Koppe) and Jamie Bierman
- Jen Gaul
- Ben and Sarah Rabe
- Hannah (Willenborg) and Luke Wickham
- Matt and Katie Willenborn
- Green
- Jessica (Rogers) and Peter Helle
- Mark Jukan
- Lynn (Boekenstorf) and Eric Mueller
- Jessica (Even) and Zach Reiter
- Missy (Pins) and Dave Schroenberg
- White
- Todd and Molly Kopper

Class of 1997
- Gold
- Jodi (Willens) and Tom Buchheit
- Rev. Anthony Kruse
- Gold
- Steve and Sarah Lukan

Class of 1998
- Gold - Green
- Ted and Terese (Nickol) Kruse
- Natalie (Ries) and Jerry Montgomery
- Gold - White
- ESLA (Rabe) and Jeff Cicilrelli
- Matt and Jennifer Kreeb
- Gold
- Amanda Taylor-Delaney
- Jeff and Michelle (Hoeger) Geistkemper
- Alan Helle
- Nick and Karin Recker

Class of 1999
- Gold - Green
- Terese (Nickol) and Ted Kruse
- Gold - White
- Emily (Recker) and Nick Knepper
- Rod Meyer
- Gold
- Mandy Pins
- Marie (Westhoff) and Josh Tetralax
- Tricia (Hogan) and Jeff Thier
- Mike and Malta Zelman

Class of 2000
- White
- Lena (Gibbs) and Ben Graw
- Gold - White
- Nick and Emily (Recker) Knepper
- Tony and Melissa (Stevens) Kruse
- Kim (Goerd) and Mike Recker
- Gold
- Tom and Jodi (Willens) Buchheit
- Pete and Jennifer Taylor
- Green
- Mike and Jill (Dornery) Schlichte
- Wendy White

Class of 2001
- Gold
- Sarah (Borson) and Jordan Abner
- Stephanie (Bierman) and Tony 9 Digman
- Ashley (Ries) and Kory Mantermann
- Paul and Kristi Steger
- White
- Mandy Pins
- Miri (Pins) and Dave Schroenberg

Class of 2002
- Gold - Green
- Katie (Menske) and Mike Hays

Class of 2003
- Gold - White
- Mike and Kim (Goerd) Recker

Class of 2004
- Gold - White
- Rachel (Lack) and Drew Dustal
- Laura (Lehman) and Drew Schroenberg
- Gold
- Kevin Koch
- Green
- Patrick Bell

Class of 2005
- Gold - Green
- Matt and Abby Broes
- Gold - White
- Cassie (Mihlert) and Jesse Costigan
- Gold
- Russ Gotto

Class of 2006
- Gold - White
- Dr. Amy (Steg) and Bryson Winsky

Class of 2007
- Green
- Dr. Amy (Steg) and Bryson Winsky

Class of 2008
- Gold - White
- Kyle and Whitney Mokony

Class of 2011
- White
- Allison Kramer

Class of 2012
- Gold
- Jenna Lansing

* Denotes posthumous donor
* Denotes BCHS staff donor
## 2016-17 Parish & Friends Donors

**Gold**
- Anonymous
- Dan & Myrna Bagge
- Loras and Jolene Bagge
- Donor and Mary Neill Batterson
- Larry and Linda Bregel
- Jim and Doris Bildstein
- Dennis and Judy Bockenstein
- Jim and Betty Bockenstein
- Dr. Virgil and Mariann Bourek
- Tom and Molly Brohm
- Michael and Marina Bries
- Robert and Frances Brunken
- Rosalie Brunken
- Bob Budden
- Sharon and Nicole Burchard
- Gerald and Rose Ann Burkle
- Lorraine Burkle
- Joe and Helen Burtle
- Julie Casey
- David and Janet Clemen
- James & Beth Dorr
- Scott and Susan Deflow
- Marvin and Norma Doumitzer
- Loren and Amiee Driscoll
- Joyce and Ron Drey
- Ken and Nancy Dukiel
- Hank and Elizabeth Ehrlich
- Esther Fagan
- Leonard Feldmann
- Donald and Jan Freymann
- Betty Gassman
- Gerald and Joan Gaul
- Rita Gavrin
- Roger and Lynne Gibbs
- Dale Goodken
- Fred Goodken
- Anthony and Janice Greiner
- Dr. Judd and Michelle Grover
- Julian and Betty Hageman
- Alvin and Doris Hermann
- Ron and Sherrie Hogan
- Gary and Ellen Jasper
- Marcel and Sarah Kalbucki
- Esther Klostermann
- Roger and Lois Kluwertzer
- Paul and Mary Kluwertzer
- Steve and Kathy Koch
- Ambrose and Marlene Koopmann
- Wayne and Teresa Kramer
- Carlyl Seline
- Jim and Rita Steffenmeier
- Walter and Judy Welling
- Bob and Catherine Wilhelm
- Ernie & JoAnn Wulfskeule

**Double - Gold**
- Anonymous
- Emily Bartels
- James and Pat Bonert
- Dave and Marian Brunken
- Joseph and Helen Ertl
- Paul and Stella Helle
- Mike and Joan Knepper
- Gerald and Joan Koopmann
- Bill and Kay Kreb
- David and Diane Schoeder
- Dennis and Diane Thair

**Blazer Gold**
- Jim and Rita Klostermann
- Mary Jane Kluwertzer
- Jim and Rita Lansing
- Ed and Patricia Lennahan
- Tom and Ruth Lucas
- Pat & Mary Jane Meade
- Patricia Meyer
- Bill and Rita Mclulish
- Rev. John O'Connor
- Very Rev. Dennis J. Quint
- Steve and Ann Salter
- Don and Mary Scherrman
- Elaine Steffenmeier
- John and Deb Steger
- Jesse and Karen Steger
- Dan and Joan Zelten

**Blazer Gold - Green Club**
- $500 - $999

**Blazer Gold - White Club**
- $250 - $499

**White**
- Mary and Kevin Clemen
- Lorraine Gravel
- Charles and Sharon Hermann
- Margaret* and John Hogan
- Ron and Donna Huberty
- Marian Kluesner
- Bernard and Jane Knepper
- Joe Konrads
- Lloyd Koncens
- Mary Lou Kruegel
- Henry and Doris Kruse
- Loras and Tammy Link
- Ed Lukas
- Jerry and Pat Markert
- Shirley Pina
- Don and Wilma Rausch

### 2016-17 Donor List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor Levels</th>
<th>Blazer Triple Gold Club: $5,000 plus</th>
<th>Blazer Gold Club: $1,000 - $4,999</th>
<th>Blazer Gold - Green Club: $500 - $999</th>
<th>Blazer Gold - White Club: $5 - $49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Emilie Bartels</td>
<td>James and Pat Bonert</td>
<td>Dave and Marian Brunken</td>
<td>Joseph and Helen Ertl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Ed and Patricia Lennahan</td>
<td>Tom and Ruth Lucas</td>
<td>Pat &amp; Mary Jane Meade</td>
<td>Patricia Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Don and Mary Scherrman</td>
<td>Elaine Steffenmeier</td>
<td>John and Deb Steger</td>
<td>Jesse and Karen Steger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Dan and Joan Zelten</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Gold - White
- Vernon Becker
- Dave and Patti Bell
- Thomas and Jeannette Bell
- Mark & Nancy Brethach
- Arnold and Joyce Bries
- Rev. Walter Brunken
- Doris Clemen
- Dr. William & Betty Cusick
- Theodore and JoAnn Dacon
- Rita Domeyer
- Elmer and Dorothy Feldmann
- Ruth Ferricks
- Gerald Hess
- Mark and Kathy Klein
- Paul and Delanea Knipper
- Joseph (Bob) Koppenhaver
- Martin & JoAnn Krause
- Robert & Elaine Lueken
- Ralph and Rita Mantuaub
- James McDermott
- Richard and Joan Mescher
- James and Sheila Meyer
- Bill and Laurie Pleier
- Gerald and Marilyn Priet
A depiction of the mission of Beckman Catholic: lifelong learning, personal growth and spiritual development rooted in Catholic teachings.

Artist, Austin Glendenning

Bronze Mural

The group of students shown in the foreground are guided onward by Christ, along what is observed to be the righteous path toward understanding. Beckman Catholic is showcased along their route of devotion that continues beyond their years of schooling. Above, the clouds begin to clear from the sky as three doves are taking flight, symbolic of the Holy Trinity. The abundance of foliage that frames the composition assists a concept of growth and progression. This idealized scene is meant to signify that the path on which they traverse is sound, and in this way Beckman equips students with the tools necessary for a fulfilled future.
### Receipts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>16-17 Actual</th>
<th>17-18 Actual</th>
<th>18-19 Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jr. High &amp; High School Tuition</td>
<td>1,427,010</td>
<td>1,556,979</td>
<td>1,387,588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Fees</td>
<td>29,175</td>
<td>52,024</td>
<td>37,605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parish Assessments</td>
<td>792,020</td>
<td>775,911</td>
<td>798,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leases and Rental</td>
<td>30,375</td>
<td>42,209</td>
<td>41,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Fund</td>
<td>88,400</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>125,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Appeal</td>
<td>141,830</td>
<td>175,136</td>
<td>146,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bequest/Memorials</td>
<td>7,693</td>
<td>5,600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>284,555</td>
<td>246,389</td>
<td>229,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>217,786</td>
<td>81,879</td>
<td>61,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turf Income</td>
<td>6,450</td>
<td>4,830</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Income</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,026,954</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,030,957</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,829,001</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>16-17 Actual</th>
<th>17-18 Budget</th>
<th>18-19 Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>29,931</td>
<td>37,562</td>
<td>50,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers/Administration</td>
<td>1,763,933</td>
<td>1,767,380</td>
<td>1,713,143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitute Teachers</td>
<td>29,260</td>
<td>21,732</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>31,997</td>
<td>28,106</td>
<td>34,961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Health &amp; 401k</td>
<td>211,700</td>
<td>205,361</td>
<td>196,130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library &amp; Audio Visual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departments</td>
<td>27,734</td>
<td>28,154</td>
<td>27,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Instructional</td>
<td>132,137</td>
<td>134,142</td>
<td>135,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Instructional Expense</td>
<td>67,405</td>
<td>93,069</td>
<td>74,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-to-One Computers</td>
<td>58,912</td>
<td>56,608</td>
<td>56,608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instructional Expense</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,323,087</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,334,552</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,268,801</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Operation Salaries</td>
<td>89,337</td>
<td>89,369</td>
<td>91,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>150,809</td>
<td>183,881</td>
<td>190,204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Operation-Other</td>
<td>15,551</td>
<td>14,119</td>
<td>17,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Maintenance</td>
<td>59,323</td>
<td>57,350</td>
<td>52,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Charges</td>
<td>56,022</td>
<td>74,672</td>
<td>79,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Improvements</td>
<td>109,041</td>
<td>122,321</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>25,755</td>
<td>30,663</td>
<td>39,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>525,848</strong></td>
<td><strong>482,375</strong></td>
<td><strong>474,997</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total All Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,878,866</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,854,489</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,794,048</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Donor List

#### Class of 1967
- **Double - Gold**
  - Bob and Nancy White
- **Gold - White**
  - Carol (Thier) and Dr. Earl Goerdt
  - Lola (Willenborg) and Dean Baragary
  - Mary Ann (Burkle) and Richard Rausch
  - Ken and Patti Baum
  - Linda (Stelken) Newton
  - Ken and Janice (Kramer) Willenborg
  - Lisa (Clemen) and Tom Werner
  - Martin and Karen (Krause) Willenborg
  - Paul and Kay Ostwinkle
  - Lola (Willenborg) and Dean Baragary
  - Mary Ann (Burkle) and Richard Rausch
  - Paul and Jane Thiery
  - Linda (Clemen) and Tom Werner
  - Ken and Janice (Kramer) Willenborg

#### Class of 1968
- **Gold - Green**
  - Carla (Goerdt) and Jim Henkels
  - Dave Kuhl
  - Karen (Konzen) and Gerry Bries
  - Carl and Elaine (Roes) Bries
  - Ron Krause
  - Charles and Linda Deutmeyer
  - LuAnn (Loecke) and Bob Glaser
  - Mary (Toebber) and Lou Peterhans
  - Jack (Stelken) Newton
  - Richard and Gwenn Rausch
  - Carla (Goerdt) and Jim Henkels
  - Dave Kuhl
  - Karen (Konzen) and Gerry Bries
  - Carl and Elaine (Roes) Bries
  - Ron Krause
  - Charles and Linda Deutmeyer
  - LuAnn (Loecke) and Bob Glaser

#### Class of 1969
- **Double - Gold**
  - Dave Deutmeyer and Nana Hanyu
  - Mark Tegeler
  - Bob and Sue (Knepper) Willenborg
  - Lois (Rogers) and Bob Forsch
  - Mary (Untz) Henderson
  - Linda (Goldsfan) and Steve Kerker
  - Larry Ries
  - Tina (Willenbring) Schwendiger
  - Lois (Kluesner) Tauske
  - Linda (Schuster) and Gary Weckwerth

#### Class of 1970
- **Gold - Green**
  - Bev (Tegeler) Boeckenstedt
  - Dave Deutmeyer and Nana Hanyu
  - Mark Tegeler
  - Bob and Sue (Knepper) Willenborg
  - Lois (Rogers) and Bob Forsch
  - Mary (Untz) Henderson
  - Linda (Goldsfan) and Steve Kerker
  - Larry Ries
  - Tina (Willenbring) Schwendiger
  - Lois (Kluesner) Tauske
  - Linda (Schuster) and Gary Weckwerth

#### Gold
- Elaine (Ries) and Carl Burkle
- Don Kerker
- Mark Tegeler
- Bob and Sue (Knepper) Willenborg

#### Green
- Lois (Rogers) and Bob Forsch
- Mary (Untz) Henderson
- Linda (Goldsfan) and Steve Kerker
- Larry Ries
- Tina (Willenbring) Schwendiger
- Lois (Kluesner) Tauske
- Linda (Schuster) and Gary Weckwerth
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Green
Cythia Carlon
Lois (Reiter) and Ken Olberding

Class of 1970
Gold - Green
Larry and Karen Bell
Joyce Willenberg and Martin Malin
Dr. Dessay and Kristal Rabe

Gold - White
Lois (Pape) and Jack Gatto
Ron and Renee Kramer

Gold
Aland Deb Heims
Barbara Vasko
Janice Kramer and Ken Willenberg

Green
Mike and Lucinda Gehbard
Joyce (Kahli) and Gary Hilkoess
Deb (Dwyer) and Norb McClintoon
Joyce (Kleinsperger) and Charles Urban
Donna (Toole) and Charlie Weilheimer

Class of 1971
Double - Gold
Marilinn (Reitering) and Doug Sharp

Gold - Green
Mike and Julie English
Marilinn (Toole) and Mike Noel

Gold - White
Betsy (Geitkamp) and Steve Gassmann
Herk and Mary Becker
Elmer Ries

Gold
Robert and Susan Benke
Randy Hay
Laverne and Joan Honckum
Charles and Bev (Gravel) Rabe
Deb Rausch and Ron Streiman
Gina (Ries) and Al Wessels
Joyce (Kleinstreiber) and Dan Willenberg
Sue (Krueger) and Bob Willenberg
Mary Lou (Geitkamp) and Harry Whaley

Green
Dave and Joan (Schuster) Elenzi
Dan and Mary Goodlum
Gary Kramer
Susan (Mayer) and Wayne Schumacher

White
Adene Vorwold
Janet (Meyer) and Mark Wolfskeil

Class of 1972
Double - Gold
Doug Gravel
John and Cindy (Lefofflitz) Kluenser

Gold - Green
Wayne Deutymeyer

Gold - White
Mary (Kramer) and Tim Pins
Dale and Karen Ries

Gold
Jackie (Nebl) and Brad Devine
Marsha (Kahle) and Mark Hauser
Marisa (Olberding) and Mark Hayes
Linda (Lakeman) and Michael Lammens
Wayne and Linda (Willenberg) Overman
Bev (Gravel) and Charlie Rabe
Clair and Doris (Helle) Riesberg
Shani (Cornjard) and Joe Scheriman
Charles Stelken
Kathy (Krueg) and Gary Triumble

Green
Connie (Vukas) Krueger
Gary and Jan (Hittmenmill) Kruse
Bev and Mark Webster

White
Mike and Linda Hittmenmillar
Sandy (White) and Tom Mead

Class of 1973
Double - Gold
Joe Ricker

Gold - Green
Gary and Jean Demeyer

Gold - Red
Jane (Nebl) and Mary Hubler

Gold
Joe and Diana Boblhe
Molly (Lenman) and Joe Burger
Donna (Vorwold) and Jeff Jaques
Maureen (March) Kiefer
Steve and Elaine Kluenser
Joyce (Messer) Lukich

Green
Bev (Silberth) and Richard Klaas
Jan (Hittmenmiller) and Gary Kruse
Dane and Deb Roling

White
Carla Carton
Arlene (Kluenser) and Dale Fungmann
Sharon (Goodlum) and Mike Wolfe

Class of 1974
Gold - White
Sherry (Meschier) and Brad Brown
Mike and Kathy Gravel
Rick and Dawn (Westermyster) Krogser
Bob and Lisa (Gudenkauf) Maier
Wayne and Sandy (Krogser) Stelken

Gold
Ron Brunsmun
Joseph and Sue Kluenser
JoAnn (Diggman) and Mike Klotter
Bruce and Mary Lammons
Elaine (Lueck) and Francis Fetick
Karen (Koppeper) and Steve Topke
Jeff and Julie Wieneske

Green
Steve and Cathy Lanuw
Melvin and Ruth (Langel) Nickel
Craig and Sherry (Elgin) Osterhaus

Class of 1975
Gold - Green
Tim and Angela English
Sharon (Gaul) and Larry Monture
Nyla (Willenberg) and Randy Pettinger
Rob and Louise Wilder

Gold - White
Lisa (Jenk) and Jude Milbert

Gold
Carla (Brennsmann) and Ken Feldmann
Jane (Willenberg) and Jim Haufe
Brenda (Kluenser) and George Heiser
Bill and Laura Hittmenmillar
Bob and Lois Kleistreiber
Mike and JoAnn (Diggman) Klotter
Linda (Willenberg) and Wayne Overman
Tim and Joyce Singsamk
Ellen (Langel) and Wayne Thier
Allan Trenkamp

Green
Ernest and Adella Burger
Joyce Gaul
Gerald and Robin Grubbard
Ann (Koelker) and Al Gibb
Leonard and Joyce (Fun) Heims
Ruth (Langel) and Melvin Nickel
Karyn (Jeff) and Steve Osterberg
Rusi and Julie Reicher
Terry and Sherry (Tegeler) Thier
Julie (Klueener) and Tim Vonderhaar

White
Donna Kramer

Class of 1976
Double - Gold
Ann (Witte) and Brad Barthold

Gold - White
Bernard Kern

Gold
Craig Carton
Bob and Patricia Kluenser
Patricia (Roling) and Mark Nelson

Janet (Lansing) and Lynn Nosibach
Doris (Helle) and Clare Riesberg

Green
Joan (Schuster) and Dave Elenzi
Karen (Froelich) and Dan Knipper
Steve and Sheila (Steiger) Becker

White
Roger Englund
Marjorie (Demeyer) and Ken Washburn
Karen (Willenberg) Sadlon

Class of 1977
Double - Gold
Anonymous
Cindy (Loflehls) and John Kluenser
Wayne and Juary (Fangman) Meyer

Gold - Green
Eugene Klueener
Mary Beth (White) and Brian Schapcott
Phyllis (Meyers) and Allan Wessels

Gold
Mike and Duane Fren
Mike Gaul

Gold
Bonnie Behel-Imes and Dr. Norman Inmes
Carol Kern
Mary Pat (Brunkman) and Jeff Bidger
Richard Thier

Green
Sherry (Tegeler) and Terry Thier

White
Dale and Deb Rottenmiller

Class of 1978
Double - Gold
Tina (Koch) and Steve Gulick
Jayne (Fangman) and Wayne Meyer
Kate Witte

Gold - Green
Patrick and Kim Herrman
Sherry (Priest) and David Kranlage

Gold - White
Ken and Michele Bell
Nancy (Burkle) and Mike Deutymeyer
Vickie (McAllister) and Jerry Dunkel
Karen (Wessels) Gleeson

Gold - Red
Ann (Witte) and Brad Barthold

White
Sherry (Elgin) and Craig Osterhaus

Class of 1980
Double - Gold
Steve and Lori (Gudenkauf) Boeckenholt
John and Karin Bruckner
Sherry (Lansing) and Mark Singsamk

Gold - White
Kim and Ellen Herrman
Sherry (Priest) and David Kranlage

White
Jaihone (Gassman) and Michael Mill

Class of 1981
Double - Gold
Ann (Witte) and Brad Barthold

Gold - Green
Kevin and Kathy (Burkle)

Gold - White
Ann March

White
Connie (Brunsman) and Donna Deutymeyer
Dan Lawrence
Sue (Becker) and Dan Taito

Gold
Randy Fendell
Karl and Debra (Naber) Gravel
Ann (Witte) and Okoboji and Mike Link
Brian and Jack Ann Manterhach
Dan and Linda Olberding
Greg and Jenee Pins
Mark and Elizabeth Schering
John and Nancy Setz

Green
Mary Jo (Ferre) and Terry Goerdle
Karen (Willenberg) and Mark Klaren
Gary Kepner
Sharon (Dykman) Lester
Kevin and Kathy (Thier) Mensen

White
Janet (Willenberg) and Dave Sisk
Sally (Schnedier) and Terry Steffen

Class of 1982
Double - Gold
Connie (Brunsman) Rivas
Dore and Beck (Burlage) Lansing

Gold
Carol (Kluenser) and Jerry Digman

Lynee (Tholen) and Dan Lucke
Patricia Lansing
Rusi and Deanna Oberbreckling

Green
Jacky (Ferre) and Terry Bell
Jackie English
Terry and Mary Jo (Ferre) Goerdle
Mark and Karen (Willenberg) Klaren
Ann (Lueck) and Rass Knipper
Deb (Steketmeyer) and Dean Kramer
Cindy (Naber) and Bob Ludwig
Lori (Meyer) and Loren Manterhach
Jan (Link) and Greg Martin
Bruce and Traci Osterhaus
Joyce (Witske) and Kevin Willman

White
Karen (Brumlean) and Glen Haln

Class of 1983
Double - Gold
Lori (Gudenkauf) and Steve Boeckenholt
Bruce and Nancy Klarenstom

Gold - Green
Dean Deutymeyer

Gold - White
Connie (Brunsman) and Donna Deutymeyer
Dan Lawrence
Sue (Becker) and Dan Taito
Gold
Joyce (Lansing) and Dan Funk
Ken and Margaret Funke
Cathy (Scherman) and Jim Gibbs
Karla Kneppe
Terry and Vicki Meyer
Vicki (Rettinger) Palmer
Sheila (Kluesner) and Kevin Togler
Mike and Tamera (Doyle) Then
Green
Bryan and Dana Klostermann
Kathy (Thier) and Kevin Mensen
White
John and Deb Knipper
Ann (Haugt) and Jim White
Class of 1983
Double - Gold
Pat Kohn
Gold - Green
Becky (Burlage) and Dave Lansing
Gold - White
Tom and Sarah Budan
Lori (Osterhaus) and Tim Daly
Craig and Karen Kramer
Gold
Lisa (Jackson) and Pat Burkle
Don and Kimberly (Nadermann) Knepper
Brad and Lois (Westhoff) Lawrence
Major Dean and Kris Pfab
Green
Diane (Kramer) and Dale Hefel
Bill and Cheryl (Kramer) Kluesner
White
Diane (Kramer) Goerdt
White
Class of 1984
Double - Gold
Barry and Lisa (Taske) Klostermann
Gold - Green
Diane and Anne Jasper
Jim Steger and Gwen Link
Gold - White
James and Krist Goldsmith
Janet (Kramer) and Mark Stellak
Gold
Alan Deutmeyer
Gail (Landgraf) and Doug Dietrich
Kara (Engler) Larsen
Joan (Scherbring) Musich
Rod and Carmen (Funke) Naber
Randy Recker
Bonna Unger
Thomas and Teresa Westhoff
Green
Glenn and Jackie (Krapfl) Naber
Pam (Wegmann) and Brain Vaske
White
Karen (Krause) and John Olson
Class of 1985
Gold - Green
Brian and Betty Schermann
Steve and Beth Schermann
Chris and Sandy Wedewer
Gold - White
Ann (Gravel) and Larry Mairs
Gold
Karen (Guentzler) and Gregory Billick
Kathryn (Besler) and Wayne Decker
Geri (Wandrey) Harris
Kimberly (Nadermann) and Don Kneppe
Tamera (Doyle) and Mike Then
Sue (Haugt) and Len Uhle
Green
Glenn Rose
Class of 1986
Gold - White
Dale and Sharon Mastenbach
Jeff and Carmen Rietert
Gold
Kathy Klostermann
Lisa (Wolff) and Ted Nitsker
Green
Jackie (Krapfl) and Glenn Naber
Jeff and Tracy (Steffen) Maier
White
Kim (Wolffkuhle) and Vern Isaac
Class of 1987
Double - Gold
Dave and Amy Bookholder
Ann (Schuster) and Christopher Hollins
Gold - White
Jean (Riesberg) and Todd Bindel
Tamae Domayene
Bev (Erzen) and Anthony Kuehn
Dennis and Tammi (Lawrence) Westhoff
Gold
Lee and Lori Cassick
Phil Goedken
Michael and Jennifer Helle
Kim and Jen (Deacon) Hermesen
Jean (Olberding) and Brent Hinrichsen
Carmen (Funke) and Rod Naber
Steve and Susan (Ehrlich) Naber
Shelley (Bonser) and Brian Olberding
Kari (Bries) and Jeff Van Esi
Pam and Laura Welling
Green
James and Penny Offerman
Steve and Donna (Then) Rietert
Class of 1988
Double - Gold
Carmen Bell
Gold - White
Julie (Recker) and Tom Hagman
Todd and Kristine (Boekenstien) Lawrence
Dave and Heidi Loecke
Al and Sue Mense
Tami (Lawrence) and Dennis Westhoff
Gold - White
Dale (Naber) and Karen Gravel
Mary (Hosch) and Andrew Stewart
Green
Mike and Amy (Platz) Schaffer
Wayne and Deb Koopmann
Class of 1989
Gold - Green
Carmen (Mescher) and Bob Krantzi
Gold - White
Ted and Tonya (Burkle) Burlage
Todd and Becky (Boge) Steffen
Gold
Bob and Jude Besler
Kim Burell
Paul and Deb (Funke) Engler
Karen (Meyer) and Brian Kutch
Don and Amy (Knipper) Mensen
Susan (Ehrlich) and Steve Naber
Kathy (Lassing) and Jon Naughton
Jon (Osterhaus) and Jim Percen
Green
Donna (Then) and Steve Rietert
Joan Westhoff
Class of 1990
Gold - White
Tom and Julie (Recker) Hagman
Terry and Shere Kruse
Gold
Janet (Riederer) and Jason Hoeger
Chris and Karen (Wolf) Rabe
Green
Kenny Feldmann
Jim (Boekenstien) and Marty Schwers
White
Peggy (Forkenbrock) and Greg Kegeman
Class of 1991
Gold - Green
Ann (Boekenstien) and Pete Brandt
Troy and Shelly (Krause) Deutermeyer
Jason Nuree
Gold - White
Jeff and Shilo (Ries) Westhoff
Gold
Chris and Danielle Kopper
Craig and Kara Koopmann
Tammey (Graeter) and Tom Marbach
Mark and Dianne Tacke
Green
Ellen (Plut) and Tim Halloran
Paul and Kim Hermes
Gwen (Trimun) and Randy Mair
Tina (Rausch) and Jim Rolles
White
Melanie (Burger) and Tim Krapfl
Class of 1992
Gold - Green
Amy (Recker) and Rob Krantzi
Gold - White
Tonya (Burkle) and Ted Burlage
Joel and Pam (Vade) Schmidt
Shilo (Ries) and Jeff Westhoff
Gold
Amy (Knipper) and Don Mensen
Sara (Schroeder) and David Landfarer
Vicki (Rietert) and Lon Lassig
Neal (Wesolowski) and Brad Miller
Greg Rabe
Julie Wedewer
Jason and Peggy Wolfe
Green
Kathie and Sarah Mensen
White
Gold - Green
Pam (Vadse) and Joel Schmidt
Becky (Boge) and Todd Steffen
Gold
Don and Sara Bonner
Deb (Funke) and Paul Engler
Rob and Nancy Wegmann
Jason and Jill Westhoff
Green
Tricia (Steffen) and Jeff Maires
1997
Gold
Andrew and Dana Batterson
Jodi (Wilhelm) and Tom Buchheit
Rex, Anthony Kuehn
Jenny (Steiger) and Troy Osterhaus
Order of Donation:
- Class of 1980
- Class of 1981
- Class of 1982
- Class of 1983
- Class of 1984
- Class of 1985
- Class of 1986
- Class of 1987
- Class of 1988
- Class of 1989
- Class of 1990
- Class of 1991
- Class of 1992
- Class of 1993
- Class of 1994
- Class of 1995
- Class of 1996
- Class of 1997
- Class of 1998
- Class of 1999
- Class of 2000
Attending Beckman Catholic School was an experience that taught me how to think and how to learn, which has helped me whether I was doing music, finance, or anything in between. It is also a welcoming place where I came in as a new kid from out of town as a freshman and left with a lot of what turned out to be lifelong friends. The lessons I learned at Beckman stayed with me as I continued my education and throughout my career at William Blair. Beckman means the world to me.

Mark Brady, Class 1983
Head of M&A at William Blair
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Janice Tegeler
Mark and Voselle
Bob and Catherine Wilhelm
JoAnn Wolakhalhe

Gold
Anonymous
Loras and Jolene Bagge
Don and Mary Nell Botterson
Larry and Linda Bogle
Jim and Betty Boekenstein
Bob and Joan Bogie
Tom and Emily Bowin
Michael and Marita Bries
Ron and Launa Bries
Rosalie Brunken
Robert and Frances Brunken
Shawn and Nicole Burchard
Gerald and Rose Ann Burkle
Lorraine Burkle
Joe and Helen Bursage
Jule Casey
Jeff and Theresa Chapman
Doris Clemen
Betty Cawick
James # and Beth # Dier
Scott and Susan DeSousa
Greg and Joan Deutermeyer
Marvin and Norma Deutermeyer
Jeff and Amy Driscoll
Hank and Elizabeth Ehrlich
Jinz Engelfien
Leana Feldman
Rev Flammang
Donald and Jan Freymann
Roger and Lynne Gibbs
Dale Goodkin
Fred Gooden
Dr Judd and Michelle Grover
Don and Shamar Gudenkauf
Julius and Betty Hageman
Ken Hering #
Alvin and Doris Hermen
Ron and Sherrie Hogan
Ronald and Mary Krieken
Marcel and Sarah Krieckau
Carl Kricav
Roger and Lois Klostermann
Leo and Carol Klostermann
Mary Jane Kluesner
Steve and Kathy Koch
Fred # and Elaine Konzen
Ambrose and Marlene Koopmann
Gerald and Joann Koopmann
Wayne and Teresa Kramer
William Krappel
Vera Kroeger
Richard and Mary Francis Lakenman
Gary and Deanie Lamers
Rom and Kay Lawrence
John and Joyce Lehmann
Oran and Joan Lucas
Robert # and Elaine Luiken
Scott and Lisa Luiken
Harold Maers
Janet Maers
Markene MAllister
Rev. John McClean
Irwin and Joannal McDermott
Dale # and Wilma Mensen
Ken and Kathy # Meyer
Helen Meyer
Diane Miltz
Frank and Joyce Naber
Rita Nachtman
Bernardine Netzer
Shirley Offending
Roger and Darlene Osterhaus
Donald and Diane Overman
John and Peg Palmer
Carol Pettinger
Doris Pint
Bob and Rosie Platz
Edward and Eileen Priester
Carol Pute
Robert and Rita Ruhe
Ken and Shirley Ruhe
Cy Rueter
Joan Rueter
Barbara Rueter
Howard and Shirley Rittermeier
Rev. Steven Rosonke
Paul and Julie Ross
Bob and Kathy Sabers
Christopher and Dayla Saladin
Robert and Anna Mae Scherbring
Ken and Elizabeth Schlemmer
Jeff and Linda Schmidt
Dick and Helen Schieter
Judy Schroeder
Ted and Renee Schuster
James and Bev Shresta*
Rom and Sharon Singensk
Marie Stellm
David # and Marie Thier
Albert and Kathleen Trenkamp
Sally Trenkamp
Verla Turms
Charlie and Donna Vaske
Darlene Vorwald
Rev. Aloysius Vorwald
Ralph and Judy Weber
Walter and Judy Wellin
Robert and Doris Wessels
Roger and Judy Westmeier
Mary Westmeier
Mark and Joyce Westhof
Larry and Mary Westhof
Fred and Helen # Westhof
Gerry and Mary Kay Westhof
Allan # and Kathleen White
Daniel and Ellen White
Mary White
James and Norma Wilhelm
Leo # and Judy Woods

Green
Wayne and Kimberly # Althoff
Carlos Bagge
Loras and Betty Baas
Carl Burger
Laura Burton
Herbert and Mary Ann Clenn
Carolyn Daniels-Walls
Laveree and Loretta Freeburger
Hanne Funke
Karen Funke
Rita Gavin
David and Judy Geitekeme
Lorraine Gravel
Richard and Sharon Gudenkauf
Cindy Jacobs
Gary and Ellen Jasper
Ron and Kathy Klein
Jean Kluftener
Tom and Helen Koopmann
Henry Jr. and Doris Kruse
Doris Lake
Alice Langel
Mad # and Doris Langel
Mary Ann Lukan
Alice Meyer
Art and Rosie Naber
Joseph and Jeannette Niles
Richard and Sharon Osterhaus
Jerome Pape
Gerald and Marilyn Priester
Bill and Lisa Roesiger
Gerry # and Gladys Schmieders
Mary Seka
Charles and Carol Steger

White
Kevin and Mary Clemen
Thomas # and Elizabeth Deutermeyer
Ryan # and Susan Deveraux
John and Margaret Hugan
Eileen Haggman
Marvin Klostermann
Lloyd Konzen
Mary Louis Krafft
Katie Krieger
Loras and Tammy Link
Ed Lukas
Jerry and Pat Mulert
Mary Nebel
David and Thelma Oberbroeckling
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Tom and Joanne Oberbroeckling
Rev. Paul Peters
Shirley Pins
Don and Wilma Rausch
Jeff and Rob Rausch
Philip and Virginia Recker
Ray and Marie Steinlage
Joseph and Karol Taylor
Alice Tauske
Artene Vofvold
Clement and Judith Wallser
Frances Wessels
Ruth Wessel
Paul and Rita Willenberg
Laura Willenberg
Olga Willenberg

Denotes posthumous donor
Denotes BCHS staff donor

Parish Support

Parish support to the annual operating budget reflects a strong commitment by our parishes to provide Beckman Catholic students with an excellent Catholic secondary education. Thank you to our supporting parishes, we couldn’t do it without you.

St. Francis Xavier - Dyersville
St. Boniface - New Vienna
St. Joseph - Earville
St. Paul - Worthington
St. Peter & Paul - Petersburg
St. Clement - Bankston
St. Patrick - Epworth
St. Mary's - Manchester
St. Joseph - Farley
St. John the Baptist - Paota
St. John the Evangelist - Placid
St. Matthias - Cascade
Sacred Heart - Fillmore
St. Patrick - Garryown
St. Peter - Temple Hill
St. Mary's - Guttenburg
Holy Cross Church - Holy Cross
Holy Trinity - Luxembourg
St. Joseph - Rickardville
St. Peter & Paul - Sherrill
St. Patrick's - Colesburg
St. Mark's - Edgewood

Students, staff and community participating in our annual All Systems Mass.
**Triple Gold**
- Dyersville Die Cast / Joseph L. Ertl, Inc

**Double Gold**
- American Trust and Savings Bank
- EIMCO
- Fidelity Bank and Trust
- Klostermann Bros
- Span & Rose Charitable Foundation
- Taylor Construction Inc.

**Gold - Green**
- Eagle Tool Co
- Elite Dental
- English Insurance Agency
- English Pub
- EIMCO
- Fidelity Bank and Trust
- Klostermann Bros
- Span & Rose Charitable Foundation
- Taylor Construction Inc.
- Tripe Gold
- Dyersville Die Cast / Joseph L. Ertl, Inc

**Gold - White**
- Bi-County Disposal
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Century Building Products, Inc.
- Deutsmeyer Auto Advantage
- Hageman Homes
- Holy Cross Locker
- Jeff’s Auto Service
- Kramer Funeral Home
- Kroeger Body Shop, Inc.
- L & S Ag Center Inc
- Manchester Cabinetry

**Gold - White**
- Alcoa
- American Legion Auxiliary Unit 137
- Artistic Cleaners
- Bi-County Disposal
- BJ’s Resort
- Bob and Fran Brunkan
- Bob and Lisa Maiers
- Buesing and Associates
- Century Building Products, Inc.
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
- Classic Custom Cabinets
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**Gold - Green**
- Animal Health Clinic
- Anemofter Construction
- Artistic Cleaners
- BP - Kwik N Handi
- Buesing and Associates
- Dee’s Mini Storage
- Engler & Oberbroeckling Insurance Agency
- Finest Grains - Natural & Organic Products
- First Avenue Bakery
- Flammang Jewelry
- Friedman Group
- IWI Engineers & Surveyors PC
- J & L Lumber
- Marbach Refinishing
- Meyer Mechanical
- Osterhaus Carpentry
- Pat Burkle Construction
- Physical Therapy Solutions
- Pirc Construction
- Riesburg Rental
- Scotty’s Appliance & TV, LLC
- State Farm Insurance

**Green**
- American Legion Auxiliary Unit 137
- Artistic Cleaners
- Bi-County Disposal
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2016-2017

Aron and Erin Becker
Steve and Lori Boeckenstedt
David and Amy Bookholder
Dr. Virgil and Marian Bourek
David and Marian Brunken
Bob and Frances M. Brunken
Mickey Buralage
Michelle Deutmeyer
Wayne M. Deutmeyer
Ryan and Susan Devereux
Rev. Jeffrey A. Dale
Daniel and Grace Elgin
Timothy and Angela English
Joseph and Helen Erlt
Donald and Grace Iven
Jack and Maureen Friedman
Mr. Douglas Funke and Ms. Wendy Willenbring
Randy and Julie Olberding

2016-2018

2017 - 2018

Steve and Lori Boeckenstedt
David and Amy Bookholder
James and Patricia Bonert
Dr. Virgil Marian Bourek
David and Marian Brunken
Mickey Buralage
Michelle Deutmeyer
Daniel and Grace Elgin
Timothy and Angela English
Ken Root and Jane Ertl
Joseph and Helen Ertl
Donald and Grace Even
Elmer and Dorothy Feldmann
Jack and Maureen Friedman
Douglas Funke and Wendy Willenbring
Michael and Pam Funke
Roger and Lynne Gibbs
Fred L. Goedken

STO Donors to the School Tuition Organization “Our Faith, Our Children, Our Future,” provide tuition assistance for Beckman Catholic students.

Donors must specifically request Beckman Catholic on the application. Donors are eligible for an Iowa State tax credit. Grant awards are determined through a standardized financial aid application process. Award eligibility and administration process is handled confidentially through a 3rd party vendor.

2016 - 2017

Aaron and Erin Becker
Steve and Lori Boeckenstedt
David and Amy Bookholder
Dr. Virgil and Marian Bourek
David and Marian Brunken
Bob and Frances M. Brunken
Mickey Buralage
Michelle Deutmeyer
Wayne M. Deutmeyer
Ryan and Susan Devereux
Rev. Jeffrey A. Dale
Daniel and Grace Elgin
Timothy and Angela English
Joseph and Helen Erlt
Donald and Grace Iven
Jack and Maureen Friedman
Mr. Douglas Funke and Ms. Wendy Willenbring
Randy and Julie Olberding

2016-2018 Donors

2016-2018

Steve and Lori Boeckenstedt
David and Amy Bookholder
James and Patricia Bonert
Dr. Virgil Marian Bourek
David and Marian Brunken
Mickey Buralage
Michelle Deutmeyer
Daniel and Grace Elgin
Timothy and Angela English
Ken Root and Jane Ertl
Joseph and Helen Ertl
Donald and Grace Even
Elmer and Dorothy Feldmann
Jack and Maureen Friedman
Douglas Funke and Wendy Willenbring
Michael and Pam Funke
Roger and Lynne Gibbs
Fred L. Goedken

STO Donors to the School Tuition Organization “Our Faith, Our Children, Our Future,” provide tuition assistance for Beckman Catholic students.

Donors must specifically request Beckman Catholic on the application. Donors are eligible for an Iowa State tax credit. Grant awards are determined through a standardized financial aid application process. Award eligibility and administration process is handled confidentially through a 3rd party vendor.
Capital Campaign Donors

LaVerne and Joan Wolwert
Lora and Robert Nobbe
Dan and Joan Zitzman

$10,000 - $24,999
Alliant Energy Foundation
Veronica M. and Mac Becker
Bremken Music Parent Association
Larry and Linda Bege
Ken and Michelle Bell
Mary Jane Beekhoudt
Dr. and Lori Beekhoudt
Dave and Amy Beekhoudt
Jim and Pat Bonett
Dr. Virgil and Marian Bourek
Mike and Sara Brems
Julie and Steve Briem
Carl and Elaine Brique
Brian and Lisa Burgle
Kristie and Brian Cassidy
Ted and Jolynna Druessen
Scott and Sue Delousa
Mary and Norma Deutmeyer
Rita Domeyer
Drusass Community Credit Union
Elite Dental
Paul and Deb Eder
Don and Karen Ertl
Bev Hamm
Beth and Tom Hallager
Ann and Al Gibbs
Mike and Kaye Grawl
Dr. Judd and Michelle Grover
Juliet and Betty Hageman
Paul and Stella Hale
Brian and Rosemary Hermens
Steve and Naomi Hoeger
John and Marie Dene
Mark and Kathy Klein
Barry and Linda Klemmnan
Doug and Jodi Klemmnan
Jerald and Rita Klemmnan
Nancy and Kay Klemmnan
Jim and Kim Koethe
Brian and Mary Kranz
Bill and Kay Kreeb
Matt and Jennifer Krebs
Rick and Dawn Kroger
Dave and Sherry Kruger
Ron and Mary Lou Kruse
Ted and Terese Kruse
Tom and Ruth Lucas
Larry and Ann Makers
Brian and Lisa Ann Manternach
Dale and Sharon Manternach
Ralph and Rita Manternach
Randy and Don McClintock
Lori and Dave McCawley
Charl and Kevin Mc Dermott
Pat Meyer
Jude and Lisa Milbert
Bill and Rita Munahey
Rev. John O'Connor
Tim and Mary Pins
Norm and Lisa Portebaum
Gerry and Marilyn Prior
Very Rev. Dennis J. Quinn
Mike and Kim Recker
David and Deanna Ruder
Steve and Ann Saller
Jef and Pam Schmidt
Jeff and Linda Schmitt
Judy Schoeder
Todd and Becky Steffen
Don and Elaine Steffenmeyer
Dave and Doris Stroper
Jim Steger and Gwin Link
Wayne and Sandy Stelken
Dan and Sue Tsuke
Tina Taylor
Janie Tegeler
Mike and Tammy Then
Thrivent Gift
John and Kara Wessel
Al and Phyllis Wexler
Jeff and Julie Wiencke
Bob and Catherine Wilhem
Leona Willenbring
Jason and Peggy Wolfe
Craig and Karen Wolfekohle
$2,500 - $9,999
Anonymous
Matt and Tanis Bagge
Larry and Karen Bell
Tom and Jeanette Bell
Joan and Todd Knepper
Jim and Kim Koethe
Brian and Maribeth Kramer
Carmen and Bob Kraunz
Bill and Kay Kreeb
Matt and Jennifer Krebs
Rick and Dawn Kroger
Dave and Sherry Kruger
Ron and Mary Lou Kruse
Ted and Terese Kruse
Tom and Ruth Lucas
Larry and Ann Makers
Brian and Lisa Ann Manternach
Dale and Sharon Manternach
Ralph and Rita Manternach
Jeff and Therese Chapman
Glen and Joseph Search
Cobank
Jeffry and Erika Colbert
Kathy and Wayne Decker
Jim and Beth Deerr
Donna Dewittmer
Gary and Julie Deutmer
Bob and Rebeg Deutmer
Terry and Janwil Deutmer
Wayne Deutmer
Karlo and Jerri Digman
Stephanie and Tony Digman
Pat and Diane Dian
Rev. Jeff Dole
Rick and Karen Domeyer
Ron and Ann Domeyer
Jaye and David Douglas
Joyce and Ron Drey
Jeff and Ardis Dricoll
Dreyvess Ann Community Foundation
Eagle Tool Co.
Dave and Joan Elzum
Mike and Julie English
Carmen and Jim Epstein
Mike and Diane Evn
Don and Amnette Evn
Mark and Mary Ann Feldman
Roy and Ruth Frecks
Chuck and Michelle Funke
Russ and Lori Funke
Mark and Lori Grosekramp
Jeff and Michelle Grosekramp
Kevin and Lisa Goedken
Dr. Earl and Carol Goedert
Diane Goedert
Matt and Kathy Goedert
Jim and Kris Goldsmith
Goldsmith Painting, Inc.
Doug Gravel
Mike and Lora Gravel
Tony and Irina Graeter
Andy and Jill Hageman
Jim and Cathy Haversfeld
Pat and Jill Henderschit
Ann and Bob Heierl
Michael and Jennifer Helle
Urban Herbiers
Patrick and Kim Hersman
Gerald Hess
John and Joyce Hillbrand
Mike and Linda Hittenberger
Terry and Rochelle Hoeger
John and Margaret Hogg
Ron and Sherri Hogan
Lavern and John Honkomp
Innovative Ag Service
J.F. Brennan Co. Inc.

Mr. and Mrs. (Joyce) Cindy Jene
Jeff and Donna Jacobsen
Duane and Annie Japer
Mrs. Tom (Rev) Jim Jap
Nicki and Jonal Jongen
Tom and Rhonda Kendrick
Bernard Kern
Tom and Linda Klaaren
Ron and Kathy Klein
Bruce and Nancy Klisterman
Esther Klisterman
Jim and Dawn Klisterman
Bill and Cheryl Kluhnser
John and Cindy Kluesner
Ed and Mary Kluhnser
Mary Jane Kluhnser
Dean and Karen Knoopp
Mike and John Knoopp
Dean and Jane Knoopp
Paul and Delaine Knoopp
Patrick Kohn
Brad and Terri Koopmann
Michael and Kim Koopmann
Wayne and Deb Koopmann
Mike and Kerr Kramen
Martin and Joan Krause
Mike and Lois Kruse
Rev. Phil Krause
Karen Kubauskas
Linda and Betty Kuboushel
John Lanning
Tama Lanning
Ron and Kay Lawrence
Alice and Jeanne Langer
Dr. and Pat Lehmann
Dave and Heidi Leeske
Sherry and Don Leonhardt
Steven and Shelly Ludwig
Chuck and Lynne Loeck
Steve and Cathy Lueck
Bob and Elaine Lueken
Manchel and Danis Luxen
Brendt and Bath Marternerch
Pat and Katie McCarthy
Jim McWhorter
Rev. Tom McDermott
Meredith Corporation Foundation
Jim and Karen Meier
Meyer Mechanical
Ron and Darwa Miller
Mr. Lock & Key and The Vacuum Center
Nauman Masonry
Dave and Nancy Nebe
Linda Newton
Marvin and Rosemary Nickel
Marilyn and Mike Neel
Janet and Lynn Nosbich
Paul and Susan Oberbrockling
Barry and Donna Oberbrockling
Brian and Shelli Oberbrockling
Larry and JoAnn Oberbrockling
Bob and Carol Oberbrockling
Shirley Oberbrockling
Bart and Lynn Osterhaus
Brian and Latonya Osterhaus
Jen and Troy Osterhaus
Roger and Darlene Osterhaus
Patricia and Melissa Otte
Don and Diane Overman
Tom and Joyce Parker
Mike and Jill Petscheck
Mayor Dean and Kris Pilab
Bill and Laura Plicht
Pflizer Foundation
Greg and Jene Pinks
Jim and Jon Pinc
Glenn and Joanne Pohland
Mike and Sally Porthetm
Adam and Kiley Rabe
Chris and Karen Rabe
Grace and Paul Rabe
Greg Rabe
Ken and Shirley Rabe
Glen and Sandy Rabe
Veron and Mary Ellen Rabe
Therese Railer
Scott and Anne Railer
Doug and Raehle Rickels
Dale and Deana Rickels
Clar and Dorse Rinsberg
Dacon Roger and Kathy Rinsberg
Julie and Joseph Rinken
Rockwell Collins
Marc and Leo Rose
Sue and Bob Rone
Bob and Annie Schering
Steve and Beth Schierman
Mike and Jill Schilte
Dave and Rose Schneider
Becky and Carl Schmeling
Jan and Martly Schwer
Jim and Tony Singaps
Peter and Bobi Sherlock
Kathy and Dan Steffen
Bill and Kelly Steger
Chuck and Carol Stetter
Jesse and Karen Steger
John and Debbie Streighard
Paul and Kristi Steger
Bob and Lil Steger
Todd and Amy Streber
Tom and Vicki Streeter
Emily and Spencer Suitciffe
Kathy and Tim Stremer
Mark and Diane Taulke
Norma Taulke
Daniel and Cherri Taur
Steve and Cherri Thier
Diane and Mary Thoel
Todd and Ann Thoelman
Rev. Alyoous Vorwald
Doris and Tony Wagner
Meredith and Lauriather
Michelle and Duane and Weber
Ralph and Judy Weber
Jim and Darla Wedewer
Peter Welling
Walter and Judy Welling
Julie Wells
Linda and Tom Werner
Doris and All Wessel
Gary and Lori Wessels
Jim Wessels
Mark and Joyce Westhoff
Thomas and Teresa Westhoff
Wayne and Lisa Westhoff
Allan and Kathy White
Mark and Sandy White
Dale and Sue Wilgenbach
Dan and Joyce Willenborg
Joyce Willenborg
Ken and Dennis Willenborg
Bob and Sue Willenborg
Bill and Sandi Willenborg
Greg and Kathy Wille

$1 - $2,499
Sarah and Jason Alterberny
Agami Transamerica Foundation
Carey and Darleen Jink
North and Eda Ahlers
Pett and Janie Ament
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Deb and Gertie Amstetter
Jerry T and Monie Amstetter
Aren
Wayne and Millie Arnold
Carole Bagge
Dan and Myra Bagge
Baxter
Nickolas Bagge
Lori and Dave Bagley
Doran and Mary Nell Battersett
Allan Baumler
Baxter
Beckman Boys Basketball
Brian Bell
Dave and Pati Bell
Jackie and Terry Bell
Capital Campaign Donors

Decker Concrete
Becky and Merlin Demmer
Alan Deutmeyer
Dan and Brenda Deutmeyer
Thomas and Liz Deutmeyer
Fred and Bonnie Deutmeyer
Mike and Nancy Deutmeyer
Paul and Sharon Deutmeyer
Jackie and Brad Devine
Loren and Ann Dietrich
Dorothy Dignam
Peggy Dignam
Laverne (Bud) Doymeyer
Ken and Nancy Dunkel
Rachel and Drew Dunkel
Hank and Betty Ehrlich
Tom and Kathy Ehrlich
Bob and Carol Engellen
Tom Engellen
Jackie English
Mark and Laurie Fallon
Verna Fangman
Carla and Ken Feldmann
Loras and Vickie Feldmann
Angela Fogarty
Lois and Bob Forsberg
Janet Frasher
Jack and Maureen Friedman
Michelle Friedman
Mary Jo and Steve Friedman
Mike and Becky Friedman
Joyce and Dan Funke
Ken and Margaret Funke
Rick and Marcia Funke
Tim and Jan Gasemier
Betty Gasman
Gerald and Joan Gaul
Mike Gaul
Rita Gavin
Kim and Ken Gehling
Dan and Sandy Geistkemper
Dave and Judy Geistkemper
Bandy and Meg Geistkemper
Cathy and Jim Gibb
Lauren and Rob Glaser
Dan and Mary Gluck
doris and Floyd Gooden
Joey and Karol Goodkind
Kathy and Chris Goodkind
Michael and Pam Gooden
Dan Goez
Jerry and Delia Goets
Goldman, Sachs & Co Matching Gift Program
Charlie and Mary Jo Goldsmith
Joe and Linda Goldsmith
Buss Gott
Carol and Deb Gravel
Tim and Sharon Gudenkauf
Dick and Sharon Gudenkauf
Mary Jane Gudenkauf
Rum and Alice Gudenkauf
Chris Gustas
Bob and Amy Hagman
Karen and Glen Hahn
Linda and Jim Hansel
Geri Harris
Mike and Katie Hayes
Lenny and Joyce Heims
Bill and Barb Heitzman
Donald and Anitilla Helle
Mitch and Kate Helle
Brace and Cathy Hentges
Steve and Chris Hentges
Heritage Wood Products
Alvin and Doris Hernandez
Charles and Sharon Hermesn
Bob and Candy Hess
Phyllis Hildebrand
Jason and Jenny Hillebrand
Jeremy and Sara Hillebrand
Myron Hittenmuller
Bill and Lourie Hittenmiller
Clem and Joan Hoefler
Ann Hoeger
Gerald and Karen Hoffmann
Gene and Sara Hosh
Lois Hosh
Ron and Donna Huberty
John and June Hubler
Vern and Kim Isaac
J.P. Schorren Inc.
Sarah Jackman
Brian and Joleen Jacque
Dale and Ellie Jagos
Gary and Ellen Jasper
Tom and Pam Jenk
Tom Jenk, P.C.
Gloria Jarak
Gary and Mary Kay Johannes
Gina Jildrens
Lauren Kelly
Jim and Ellen Kennedy
Joe and Monica Kennedy
Tom and Vicky Kennedy
Pam and Chuck Kerker
Steve and Linda Kerper
Marcel and Sarah Kielkicov
John and Kay King
Dave and Judy Kirsch
Annie Coal
David and Michelle Klau
Lyn and Dana Klosterman
Dave and Natalie Klosterman
Dave and Cheryl Klosterman
Leo and Carol Klosterman
Rita Klosterman
Rogier and Lisa Klosterman
Ruth Klosterman
Steve and Elaine Klosterman
Bernie and Inez Klosterman
Bob and Karla Klueter
Florabell Klueter
Joe and Sue Klueter
Terry and Lynn Klueter
Don and Tim Knepper
Gerald and Donna Knapper
Jude and Stacy Knapper
Kate Knapper
Ken and Shirley Knapper
Kevin Koch
Steve and Kathy Koch
Burry and Carrie Koelle
Ron and Sandy Koeller
Casie and Koetter
Francis Koetter
Katie Koetter
Lloyd Koerner
Ambrose and Marlene Koopman
Tony and Eldora Koopman
Jim and Doris Koopmann
Bob Koppenhaver
Ed and Sue Kramer
Gene and Dorothy Kramer
Jerome and Lois Kramer
Robbie Kramer
Wayne and Marjorie Kramer
Tony and Janice Krapp
Keith and Becky Krapp
Matt and Ingrid Kruse
Vera Kroeger
Phil and Jane Krogle
Rex Tony Kruse
Henry and Doris Kruse
Bob and Karla Krueger
Larry and Carol Kruse
Tony and Melissa Kruse
Rex Tony Kruse
Randy and Kruse
Krisit and Phil Kunz
Kevin and Mary Lou Kurt
Dick and Ellen Kuklen
Ben and Inez Lammers
Alice Angel
Elaine and Roger Angel
Dan and Deb Lansing
Don and Becky Lansing
John and Rita Lansing
Patty Lansing
Vicki and Lemos Lansing
Tammy Lansing
Brad and Lois Lawrence
Lawrence and Brian Leineman
Lemon Sisters
Elaine and Jim Leonard
Damian and Shirley Ling
Loras and Tammy Link
Rosemary Loocke
Jeremy and Connell Loovell
Joe and Christina Ludvig
Jim and Mary Kay Lucuk
Scott and Lisa Luenken
Ed Lukun
Steve and Sarah Lukun
Herald and Amy Lukun
Jeff and Tricia Maier
Bob and Lisa Maier
Ashley and Kory Manternach
Larry and Lois Manternach
Tammy and Tom Marbach
Norma March
Gwen and Randy Maro
Steve and Donna Mauers
Diane May
Kelli McDermott
Jerry and Becky McGraw
McKesson Foundation
Bob and Shirley McLaughlin
Becky Miracle
Dr. Robert and Rose Meisch
Ryan Meissner
Sharon and Dale Menke
Dale and Wilma Mesenza
Kevin and Kathy Menn
Jim and Vanna Menzen
Larry and Pat Menn
Robert and Georgina Misa
Joshua and Marlene Merkes
Terry and Inger Mesz
Kim and Janice Mesz
Mary and Toni Meszes
Tim and Mary Meszek
Wayne and Teresa Kramer
Robbie Kramer
Bryan and Carol Kramer
Larry and Matt Kramer
Mark and Dee Kramer
Bill and Mary Kay Meyer
Brian and Tammy Meyer
Dave Meyer
Joan and Rod Meyer
Kim and Kathy Meyer
Alison Meyers
Laurie and Mick Michel
David and Carol Michel
Midwest Optimizational
Diane Milt
Mississippi Valley Regional Blood Center
Natalie and Jerry Montgomery
Debbie Moser
Ken and Mary Jane Moss
Lynn and Eric Mueller
Nicole and Mike Mullins
Joan Musch
Arts and Rosie Nabek
Frank and Joyce Nabek
Mary and Lisa Nabek
Rod and Carmen Nabek
Steve and Sue Nabek
Kathy and Jon Naughton
Mary Nebel
Karen and Tim Nefger
Dean and Vickie Nefger
Jerry and Sandy Nickol
John and Ainsley Nickol
Melton and Ruth Nickol
Joe and Janet Harrison
Lee and Bob Noether
Wayne Noether
Lynn and Janet Noshick
Ann and Mark O'Brien
Doug and Cathy Obergreweick
Pat and Angie Obergreweick
Mary and Mark Orell
Dan and Becky Oeffner
Alice Obergreweick
Eileen Obergreweick
Kim and Donna Obergreweick
Lori and Ken Obergreweick
Steve and Karol Obergreweick
Dave and Lisa Osterhaus
Kathleen Osterhaus
Paul and Kay Outsikwitz
Joan Ottig
Jeff and Wanda Pape
Carol Pettingell
Physical Therapy Solutions
Doris Pion
Shari Pion
Austin and Carrie Pion
Edward and Eileen Prier
Principal Financial Group
Dorothy and Lee Priebe
Chuck and Bev Rahn
Gary and Deanne Rahle
John and Lisa Rahle
Angie Rahe-Bloomfield
Deb and Ron Rausch
Jared and Ann Rausch
Charles and Ann Recker
Sandi and Gary Recker
Jeff and Gabrielle Recker
Phil and Gun Recker
Susan and Craig Recker
Bill and Liz Rediger
Jeff and Carmen Reisert
Kristal and Brett Rieck
Howard and Shirley Renttemeier
Alana and Ria Reitig
Allan and Susan Reitig
Elmer and Carlea Ries
Ristine and Greg Ries
Charele Rinken
Jeremy and Vicki Riling
Paul and Julie Ross
Bob and Kathy Sagers
Karen Sadler
Bob and Sue Salow
Chris and Dayla Salam
Your generous donations to our Blazing Forward Capital Campaign allowed us to create a new front entry and office space (opposite page), a new chapel, and the addition of the Jasper Center which houses our multi-purpose gymnasium, weight room, wrestling room, and additional locker rooms and restrooms.
2017-18 Memorials

2017
Kim Althoff
Delores Bierman
Michael Boeckenstedt
Mary Brady
Karen Bruce
Vernon Brunsman
David Buckle
Walter Burkle
Donald Casey
Mary Clemens
Larry Corey
Dr. William Cusick
Kayla Decker
Christa Deutmeyer
Peg Digman
Don Elgin
Jon Engler
Fred Ertl
Scott Evers
Mary Jane Feldman
Rose Marie Ferriks
Dean Funke
Lena Funke
Lawrence Gaul
Jean Gibson
Andy Gravel
St. Mary Ann Helle
Andrella Hoffman
Lois Hosch
John Hower
Ethel Jacque
Bev Jenk
Tom Jenk, Jr.
Bev Kilpatrick
Abby Kiting
Lee Klie
David Krup
Allan Koehler
Roy & Kay Krup
Mary Lu Krues
Collen Lenane
John Maurer
Theodore Manternach
Don Meyer
Delores Neuhaus
Charlie Nurree
Donald O’Connor
Delbert Olberding
Kathleen Osterhaus
Mary Pettigrew
Delmar Phillips
Cyrus Perin
Vernon Quint
Gilbert & Florian Rahe
Eileen Rauzen
Donald Recker
Art & Louise Ries
Charlie (Domhey) Ries
Donie Raber
Donald Recker
Art & Louise Ries
Stefan Schahder
Harry & Starla Schuster
Stefan Schuster
Verna Mae Stienf
Eldon Steffensmeier
Dave Taige
Marti Thon
Ben Thiery
Robert Ungs
Fred Vorwald
Janet Werner
Leon Wirth
Helen Westhoff
Betty White
Marvin Wilhelm
Leo Woods
Ernie Woldenburg

2018
Gerry Aasenotter
Dale Bagge
Vernon Becker
Louis Burklin
Generoso Conrad
Patricia Cooper
Kayla Decker
Christa Deutmeyer
Vicor & Irene Englaman
Mary Jane Feldman
Dean Funke
Louis Funke
Carla Gerikmper
Ed Hagerman
Helen Henderson
Lois Hosch
Kathleen Joester
Leon Klaasen
Merle Krapfl
Robert Krapfl
Martin Kruse
Mary Lou Kruser
Angie Kuusker
Melvin Langel
Art Lanning
Jim Link
Ben Locklee
Sylvester Loesche
Ron Marbach
Dale Mensin
Kathy Meyer
Richard Merkert
Delores Neuhaus
Darkine O’Connor
Genevieve Olberding
Charles Olberding
Gilbert & Florian Rahe
Dennis Recker
Don Recker
Eileen Reding
Lucille Rottinger
Art & Louise Ries
Don Riebe
Marvin Rolles
Mark Schuster
Janita Sellin
Doris Smith
Mary Steger
Mary Spears
Karen Tezler Brown
Diane Olt Theil
Dave Thien
Matt Thon
Tom Turner
Robert Ungs
Ray Vaske
Kenneth Voswald
Sandra Ries-Wandry
Esther Weber
Darlene Wedowder
Leon Wessels
Sandra Heim White
Beverly White
Liz Wilson
Leo Woods

We sincerely apologize for any errors. Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy of this annual report. If your listing is incorrect, please contact us to update your information.

Blazer Highlights